98 cavalier starter

To create this article, volunteer authors worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has
been viewed 31, times. Learn more If your starter needs replacing and you don't have the
immediate time and finances to send it to a shop, you may wish just go out on a limb and repair
it on your own. This article will help you replace your starter on a Chevrolet Cavalier or a
Pontiac Sunfire Automatic Transmission OHV 2. We've been helping billions of people around
the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed
enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider
supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in
incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No
account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By
using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow.
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Last Updated: April 27, Jack Stands. WD Lubricant Wood Blocks. Work Gloves and Goggles.
Open the hood. Vehicles around this model year usually have a hood release lever under the
steering column to initiate this step. Once done, lift the hood and insert the stick to hold the
hood in place for operation. Disconnect the negative black cable from its battery post. Using an
8mm socket wrench or 8mm wrench remove the terminal nut from the negative cable and gently
place it somewhere safe. Doing so will reduce the chances of sparking the battery and
damaging any other electrical part in the vehicle. Simply press down on the brake as you press
and the hold the button on the parking brake to pull up the lever until it locks the mechanism.
Raise the vehicle. Remember to block the rear wheels. Remove the terminal nuts and wires.
Once the vehicle is properly raised, it's time to go under the vehicle. Place a carpet, mat, or
cardboard box on the ground to lye on and remove the two terminal nuts with a 13mm wrench
from around the electrical wires. Also, you can do this without going under the vehicle.
Depending on your preference. Remove the bell-housing shield. This mechanical part is only on
some OHV 2. If yours has it, there are 3 bolts that need to be removed from this plate. The first
located face first by the starter and the second is below the starter. The other bolt is located on
the other end of the plate between the oil and transaxle pan. Remove mounting bolts. Now that
the plate is removed there are two 15mm bolts that are connected to the starter mount.
Disconnect them with the socket and ratchet, and the starter will be removed. Once the old
starter is removed the process to insert the new one is done in reverse sequential order. On the
starter, the battery cable is connected by itself, and the other 3 wires go together. What does
this mean? The three other wires are likely for the solenoid. There should be a small threaded
piece with a loose nut on the new starter. That is where the wires will go. They are the signal
that your ignition switch sends to engage the starter. Yes No. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 0. Include
your email address to get a message when this question is answered. When jacking the vehicle
the cross member or frame rails are excellent positions if you are not sure where to put it.
Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. You should shake the vehicle slightly to check if the jack stands are
supporting the vehicle properly. Short and Long extensions would help for hard-to-reach places
over and under the vehicle. It's best to have a quality work space when working under certain
conditions i. When jacking the vehicle, be sure that you placed the jack in a proper location
under the vehicle! Helpful 2 Not Helpful 0. Do not start working under the hood or the vehicle
until you disconnect the battery cable s first! Be sure to wear Gloves to protect your hands and
Goggles for your eyes while working under the vehicle! Helpful 2 Not Helpful 1. Helpful 1 Not
Helpful 0. Don't use any other tools other than the ones essentially assigned for this operation!
Related wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: 5. Updated: April 27, Thanks to all authors for
creating a page that has been read 31, times. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow
better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. Want to make amazing homemade jewelry? Start today! Take the Course. X
Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn,
adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Where do the wires go on the solenoid?
We have the large black wire and the red wire, both coming from somewhere battery in the car
that need to be reattached to the solenoid. Forgot to label them when they came off. Anyone
know how they go back on? Red on top, black on bottom? Both to one post? The big red one
goes on the big screw on the starter the fat one the black one usually goes on the top of the
motor somewhere. If you put hem both on the starter you will probably electrocute yourself and
literally melt the starter. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. FOMO
trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows.
Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. State tax changes could mean bigger
refunds for some. Mars rover's giant parachute carried secret message. Samsung's Galaxy
Watch 3 down to all-time-low price. Chris Harrison's 'Bachelor' future up in the air. Answer

Save. If i was ther i could do it easliy but im not. You might want to try going to your local parts
store. They might be able to help you out. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking
now. Skip to main content of over 1, results for "chevy cavalier starter". Skip to main search
results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option.
International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your
Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for chevy cavalier
starter. New Starter Replacement For 2. FREE Shipping. Get it as soon as Wed, Mar 3. Only 3 left
in stock - order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Only 13 left in stock more on the way.
Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Need help? Visit the help section or
contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€”
right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. I've looked through
the threads with similar problems e. My 98 Chevy Cavalier's engine died on a short drive from
home. I could not restart it it turns over but does not seem to catch Nothing was obvious so I
got a tow home. I checked plug connections not voltages and the battery. I have relatively new
alternator and coil. Since it was turning over, I didn't think it was a starter problem, but I
couldn't think of other low hanging fruit because I heard the fuel pump run when turning the
ignition on and there were no trouble codes and no dead fuses. I took the battery and starter in
to test. The battery is getting CA, and the starter seemed to test fine but they said maybe it fails
under load. I have tried using another battery for starting the car and have used a 10A charger
in starter mode. I bought a starter anyway partly because I broke off one of the studs when
removing it. That was not the problem. I had also wondered if their was too much fuel so I let it
sit overnight and that didn't result in anything so I don't think it's ever flooded. Can anyone
suggest particular tests please? We get an alarmingly large amount of problems regarding this
make and have some good information buried in the threads. Strange Starts for Chevy Cavalier.
Some members might have some additional insight to share with you. Let us know if anything
develops further for better or for worse , best of luck! Re: check timing - that might be the point I
get it checked by a pro I have no timing light and I've never done any of that. The fuel pump
should continue to pump, if unhooked from the rail, as long as the key is in the on position. You
should also be able to hear it, faintly, every time the key is turned on, but if hooked to the rail,
the pump should stop after a couple of seconds after turning key on and not trying to start it. No
trouble codes. I think the sensors are working, but I figure the only way of really knowing is
voltage measurements? Nonetheless, if any sensors are dead, their not shutting off fuel, spark,
or cranking. I saw something about checking the cam sensor. Yes, the fuel system seems to
work all the way up to the fuel injectors I guess the next step for testing them is to get a noid?
Forgive me, I don't know the Cavalier. The reason I ask, every now and then we hear of petrol
stations Sydney having alarmingly filthy tanks. Take a moment to view your fuel filter. If it's
brown or shows signs of crap. Your injectors may be full of rubbish and cannot atomize the gas
as a result. I didn't think about that, and it makes sense as a possibility. I always get the gas
from the same place not the cheapest and not the most expensive , and I already ran a quarter
tank. Hmm, I would expect some knocking or sputtering, but the cutout was sudden, and I can't
get any starts. That's how I checked the spark, and it looked like a good spark and pretty
regular. Moreover, it's a young coil, but I will check the resistance there. Disconnect the return
fuel line and put it in a bucket, turn on the ignition until you hear the pump running, do not
crank is fuel flowing into the bucket from the line - a good flow. In that model, you can have
spark but not enough to ignite the fuel. Check your coil wire for resistance. The coil wire may be
a carbon fiber and if so, after cranking for 60 seconds, check to see if the wire is hot. If it is hot
it is putting too much resistance and the spark may be there but too week to ignite the fuel air
mixture. As another mentioned, you may have fuel but how much pressure is the fuel pump
putting out? If it is less than 4. Is it possible that ignition HT wires can heat up if their resistance
is too high say 40 Ohm? I thought with say 4Amp through primery coil winding at 12 Volt
stepped up to say 30 Volt, the current flow in the HT leads would be so minimal that it could not
heat up the leads? I just need to say that over the years I've owned a number of Toyotas and
Fords and I've never had the kinds of problems that I've seen here with Chevys, especially the

Chevy Cavalier. And I've kept all of them until they had over K miles on the odometer. Yes, I
know this comment doesn't help the OP, but it might help the next person who's thinking about
buying a Chevy. As far as I know, most Fords are still made in the US. This site is becoming
very popular with disabled Cavaliers in some part because of internet searches. If just you and I
were to post fictitious threads about Ford pickup truck non start problems, we would start to
find some real Ford pickup problems show up because of others searching for sites dealing
with non start Ford pickups. Another problem is that no one would want to start a Cavalier
owners site, so that forces owners to look outside their owners group. If you have spark, and
fuel, you still need air, and compression. Do you have a compression gauge? If so pull the
plugs and take some readings. If you have no compression gauge, Have an assistant Hold the
throttle down and activate the starter while you hold your hand over the air intake. The idea is to
try to block ALL of the air from entering the engine while the throttle is wide open. The suction
is a byproduct of the compression, sort of. If you have good strong suction, you should have
compression. This is not an accurate check, but is good enough to test for a jumped timing belt
or chain. Good luck. This will cause the symtoms you describe. When you replace the chain and
tensioner, you must clean the debris out of the oil pan, or you will be doing the job again in
short order. Getting the oil pan off is misery, but necessary. No argument from me on that. But
there should be no guessing here. The compression test will reveal a broken, or jumped timing
belt. If it jumps more than one tooth, I have always found nothing for compression. New Post.
Comments Format:. Subscribe to Discussion :. CR4 allows you to "subscribe" to a discussion
so that you can be notified of new comments to the discussion via email. Rating Vote:. Score 1
Score 2 Score 3 Score 4 Score 5. Add Vote. Interested in this topic? By joining CR4 you can
"subscribe" to this discussion and receive notification when new comments are added.
Comments rated to be "almost" Good Answers: Check out these comments that don't yet have
enough votes to be "official" good answers and, if you agree with them, rate them! For starter's,
welcome to CR4! Here's a couple in particular that might be able to give you some ideas on
some test to run: Chevy Cavalier 2. Go to Next "Almost" Good Answer. I looked through one of
those two threads previously. I could buy a noid light and try that on the EFIs. Trouble codes?
Sensors all work? With the engine turning over there are only two things which can stop it: no
spark no fuel pull a plug, rest it on the engine and crank the spark should be strong, blue not
feeble. There is probably a fuel cut off solenoid near the engine, in case of accident, check that
also. If so filters etc are probably ok Re-connect check for pulses at the injectors to see if they
are opening while you are cranking. One other thing which could be stopping it is a blocked
exhaust - melted CAT perhaps. Byron Jay. Correct me if I'm wrong please. Because sometimes
a problem can't be solved with just whiskey and women. No more "Almost" Good Answers. Ask
a Question Start a Discussion. Change Mode. Rate this. Comments: Nested. Register to Reply.
Register to Reply Score 1 for Good Answer. Yep, good point, sorry. Don't be sorry. Previous in
Forum: Hydraulic Hybrid Vehicles. Transportation: Go. I suggest you overhaul the engine. Have
you had a change oil recently? Or how do you often change oil the engine? It should be not
greater than every km. You may try to have it change oil as engine overhauling cost much. Just
be sure to flush it thoroughly. If problem persist, you have no choice but overhaul it. How do
you often use this car? Just recently? Check the starter to eliminate one by one the defects,
also adjust belt not too tight not too loss and check alignment as well. I agree. A broken timing?
However, there comes a point in time where any machine is no longer worth repairing. It may be
time to look for a replacement vehicle instead of a replacement engine. I recommend to hire
somebody who is qualified to check your engine other than you. A mechanic perhaps or a
qualified adviser perhaps if you prefer to do it yourself. They cannot test to see if the starter is
slow. They can test for other attributes that result in a slow crank. Perform the test correctly by
removing all spark plugs, as you want the engine to crank as fast as it can. Notice the first
pressure reading first compression cycle , and then the maximum after 10 or so cycles. Record
this data as you accumulate it. Then put a teaspoon of oil in each cylinder and perform the test
again. Compare this data against the manufactures engine overhaul specified requirements. The
idea of the oil is to determine a piston ring leak vs valve. The oil will help seal the piston rings
and improve the compression test. If you overheated the engine, the cylinders are probably
scored. If you had a bore scope you could look at them via the spark plug holes. Given that this
happened right after overheating the engine, I would suspect that something is bound up in the
engine a bearing or piston ring? Remove the spark plugs and try to rotate the engine by hand.
There should be a large hex nut on the front end of the crank shaft that you can get a socket
wrench on. If not, then its time for a tear-down to find where the damage is and decide if the
engine can be saved. RRemoved the spark plugs and noticed they were wet with what appeared
to be coolant. Also notice a leak under the exhaust. That leads me to believe that have a bad
head gasket and that's why its not starting. The head gasket may be leaking because of damage

sustained in the overheating incident, however, it is just as likely that you have warped the head
itself. See if you can find a reconditioned head at a reasonable price. Also don't forget the cable
connection's to the starter and the battery, they may cause it to turn over slow, but from your
description of anti-freeze in the cylinders it sounds like you may have hydro-locked a cylinder.
You quite possibly damaged a crank bearing or a rod bearing, more likely the rod. As well you
need to find out where the coolant is coming from, a head gasket or a crack in the block or
head. Been there and not a lot of fun to find it. Check the water pump; sounds like the water
pump bearing is seizing. It could also be the alternator, power steering pump, or air
conditioning compressor clutch; a problem with any of the accessories can cause the belt to
slip on the crankshaft pulley, causing the water pump -- and all other accessories -- to turn
slowly. Any seizure of an accessory will also place a huge load on the starter motor. All of that
plus look at the starter motor itself. The battery condition and the battery leads. Did the timing
get adjusted when the belt was replaced, causing the extra heat? I remember a time when k Km
was "life". Rebuild or trash? Both MUST be checked. But I tend to think ignition is possibly the
problem. You need to know quite a lot to check this out correctly The timing belt and its pulleys
need to be observed to see that it is sitting in exactly the right position. Usually the front engine
cover will need to be removed, but I don't know your particular engine though! Then assuming
that with removed spark plugs the engine spins over fast on the starter, check the ignition
timing electronically for accuracy. An violently over advanced ignition timing will for example
"fight" the starter and slow down cranking. It may even stop at certain points pun intended for
example Also, if and when running, badly over advanced ignition WILL cause the engine to
overheat significantly!!! It is possible that you have already damaged the engine with
overheating That depends often on distance run and water levels Internet auction sites names
withheld are an excellent way of solving problems like this. One simply lists the vehicle with
pictures, and in a few days time someone comes along with some money, swaps it for the
vehicle, and takes the problem away. Cavaliers had head gasket issues from the start. I'm
surprised you got that many miles out of it to start with. If you overheated it just a little it's
probably the head gasket. Depending on your money situation it would be best to give up on
that one. I would suggest a used car dealer. If there is anything more serious than a starter, or
battery cables, it may be time to send this filly out to pasture. Coolant may be repaired by using
a quality cooling system sealer such as Barr's block sealer, or Blue Devil block sealer. In my
opinion the labor costs to return this engine to reliable condition would exceed the value of
sixteen year old car that was a low cost car when it was new. If you have a connection to avoid
the labor, that would change my opinion, but from your questions, that does not seem the case.
Good luck. New Post. Comments Format:. Subscribe to Discussion :. CR4 allows you to
"subscribe" to a discussion so that you can be notified of new comments to the discussion via
email. Rating Vote:. Score 1 Score 2 Score 3 Score 4 Score 5. Add Vote. Interested in this topic?
By joining CR4 you can "subscribe" to this discussion and receive notification when new
comments are added. Comments rated to be Good Answers: These comments received enough
positive ratings to make them "good answers". Good Luck. What does a compression test tell
you about the condition of the cylinders and valves? Go to Next Good Answer. This is the
correct answer. Especially now that the OP is indicating coolant in the cylinders. No more Good
Answers. Del the cat. Does that sound right? Engine turned the same with the plugs out no
difference there. Ed Watts. Broken serpentine belt followed by overheating followed by slow
cranking? You'll have to fix the head gasket before you do much else, though. There should be
a KaBoom!. Andy Germany. Further places to check are over and above what has already been
mentioned are:- Was the engine timing accidentally changed when repairing? Best of luck, keep
us informed You need to purchase a high mileage Cavalier repair kit. A truckload of money that
follows you around. Location: In the bothy, 7 chains down the line from Dodman's Lane level
crossing, in the nation formerly known as Great Britain. Kettle's on. Ask a Question Start a
Discussion. Change Mode. Rate this. Comments: Nested. Register to Reply. Register to Reply
Good Answer Score 2. Remove all spark plugs, see if it still cranks slow. Posts: Good Answers:
Weigh it in, Mildred. Weigh it in. There should be a KaBoom! Baytown Posts: Good Answers:
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